We consider the problem of minimizing the makespan when scheduling tasks on two uniform parallel machines, where one machine is q times as efficient on each task as is the other. We compute the maximum relative error of the LPT (largest processing time first) heuristic as an explicit function of q. In the special case that the two machines are identical (q = 1), our problem and heuristic reduce to the problem and heuristic analyzed by Graham (1969) .
In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling jobs on two parallel machines, where one is uniformly faster than the other, so as to minimize the completion time of the last job (makespan). The problem is one of the most basic problems in scheduling and known to be NP-hard (see Garey and Johnson 1978) . In effect, an efficient algorithm for its solution is unlikely to exist. For this reason, solutions to this problem (and its generalizations) have relied upon the use of heuristics. These are procedures that will return a feasible but not necessarily optimal solution to the problem. Their saving grace is that they are computationally efficient and usually easy to implement. Much attention has been focused on how close to optimal these heuristically generated solutions are.
The most well known of heuristics for this problem is known as the LPT rule. The letters stand for Largest Processing Time first. The algorithm is easy to describe. From among all jobs not yet assigned to a machine, select the one with largest processing time and assign it to the machine on which it will complete earliest. Graham showed that in the case when both machines have identical speeds, the relative error of the makespan produced by the LPT rule would never exceed 1/6. The goal of this paper is to study the relative error of the LPT rule when one of the machines is q times as fast as the other. What we discover is, that, contrary to intuition, the relative error is not a simple monotonic function of q. One consequence of this is that speeding up one machine can actually lead to an increase in the relative error of the LPT rule.
RELATED RESULTS
Using the common notation of scheduling theory, we consider the problem Q211CMAx. This is the problem of scheduling each of n tasks on either of two uniform parallel machines, where the first machine is q times as efficient as the second, so as to minimize the makespan. The processing time for task j is p(j) on machine M1 and qp(j) on machine M2. We study the relative error of the Largest Processing Time first (LPT) heuristic for this problem. The heuristic is described below.
LPT Heuristic

BEGIN
order the tasks so that p(l) > p(2) > > p(n); T() := 0; T(2) := 0; FORj I= 1 TO n
BEGIN IF T(1) + p(j) < q(T(2) + p(j))
TEN T(1) := T(1) + p(j) ELSE T(2) := T(2) + p(j);
END LPT sequentially assigns the tasks in such a way that task j is assigned to the machine on which it would finish first. An instance of our scheduling problem will be denoted by (P, q), where P is a vector of processing times and q is the efficiency factor. The makespan returned by LPT for the instance (P, q) will be denoted L (P, q) and it is equal to max{T(1), qT (2) }. Let OPT(P, q) denote the minimum possible makespan for instance (P, q) . Then, the relative error for LPT with respect to an instance (P, q) is:
REL(P, q) = [L(P, q) -OPT(P, q)]/OPT(P, q).
The worst case relative error for LPT is R(q) = sup{REL(P, q): P}. Thus R(q) is the supremum of all relative errors for LPT for a fixed value of q. In this paper we show how to compute R(q).
In the last 20 years a number of papers have focused on guaranteed accuracy heuristics for machine scheduling problems. For a survey of such papers see Lawler et al. (1993) . The analysis in this paper was motivated primarily by the classic paper by Graham. In that paper, Graham analyzed the special case in which q = 1 as generalized to the m machine case. Dobson (1984) and Friesen (1987) have studied the worst case relative error of LPT in the m machine case, where the machines have varying speeds. Their results do not subsume ours as they are concerned with the maximum relative error over all task sizes and machine efficiencies. Put another way, for the case of two machines, they compute supfR(q): q a 0}.
For the m machine case, Chen (1991) has found a bound for the worst case relative error of LPT as a function of the ratio of the fastest to the slowest machine. For the case of two machines this ratio is just q. His bound when specialized to the case of two machines, is weaker than ours.
We note that for the case of m uniform machines both Horowitz and Sahni (1976) and Hochbaum and Shmoys (1988) provide -approximation algorithms. For the more general case of scheduling unrelated parallel machines, Lenstra et al. (1987) have shown that no algorithm with a worst case relative error of 1/2 can exist unless P = NP. They also provide an approximation algorithm with a worst case relative error of 1.
THE APPROACH
To understand our approach to computing R(q), fix a value of q. The standard method, first used by Graham (and everyone since then), is to start with a conjecture about the value of R(q). Usually, the conjecture is arrived at by experimenting with small problem instances. To prove the conjecture assume it is false. This implies the existence of an instance (P, q) that violates the conjecture. From among all such counter-examples pick the one with the fewest number of tasks. Identify some properties that this minimal counter-example must satisfy; such as the maximum number of tasks it can contain. On the basis of these properties show that such a minimal counterexample cannot exist. If one succeeds in this last venture, well and good; if not, back to the drawing board.
We use Linear Programming (LP) as part of a systematic way of generating (true) conjectures about the value of R(q) for each q > 0. We start by formulating an LP whose optimal objective function value provides an upper MIREAULT, ORLIN, AND VOHRA / 117 bound on R(q). This bound is then used to show that we can restrict the search for a minimal counter-example to instances involving no more than five jobs. We then use linear programming on these smaller instances to generate the instances that maximize REL(P, q). Subsequently we prove the correctness of the conjectures about R(q) generated by this LP approach.
Before proceeding, some words on the nature of R(q) are in order. First, it is not hard to see that as q gets very large, R(q) tends to zero. Thus one might be tempted to conclude that R(q) will be monotonically decreasing. Not so. It is not even unimodal. In fact its derivative changes sign in seven places for q > 1. Finally, since R(q) = R(l1/q) for q > 0 we restrict our attention to cases where q > 1.
A SIMPLE UPPER BOUND
In order to simplify the search for worst case instances of (P, q), we make some simplifying assumptions. For a given instance of (P, q), let T(1, j) and T (2, j) denote the cumulative processing time of tasks allocated to machines Ml and M2 by LPT after task j has been assigned. (Thus the total processing time on M2 is qT (2, n) ). These assumptions are as follows.
Al is merely a restatement that the processing times are ordered from largest to smallest by LPT. A2 follows from the fact that R(q) is scale independent, i.e., if all processing times are multiplied by the same number, R(q) does not change. Notice that A2 implies that REL(P, q) = L(P, q) -1. To see that A3 is valid, assume not. Then T(2, n -1) = 0. Hence, LPT assigns all of the first n -1 jobs to Ml. In this case it is easy to see that L(P, q) = OPT(P, q). A4 and A5 follow from the fact that in an LPT schedule generating the worst case relative error, task n must be the last task to be completed. If not, we could delete task n without decreasing the relative error. Thus, any instance (P, q) that violates A4 or A5 can be transformed into another instance with at least as much relative error by eliminating task n.
To see A6, let OPT(i) denote the sum of the processing times of the tasks assigned to machine i in an optimal schedule. From A2 and the definition of OPT(P, q) we see that OPT(1) < 1 and qOPT(2) < 1. Combining these two inequalities and using the fact that OPT(l) + OPT(2) = T(1, n -1) + T(2, n -1) + p(n), we get A6.
In view of A1-A6 it is not hard to see that the optimal objective function value of the following linear program
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Proof. If Z(q) < 1/(2q + 1), then we are done. Add 2q times (2) to (3), then add 2q times (4) and add q times (5) to produce:
Since this is true for any feasible H, Z(q) < 1/(2q + 1).
It is interesting to note that this bound for Z(q) is tight for q > (n -1)/2 as can be seen from the following feasible solution to LPi:
For q < (n -1)/2, the following is the optimal solution to LPI:
EVALUATING R(q) FOR EACH q
In this section we show how to systematically generate conjectures about the value of R(q) for each q. Our method is implicit enumeration based on the following two observations. Fact 1: Given an LPT as well as an optimal assignment, we can determine an n-vector P by linear programming such that (P, q) is a worst case instance corresponding to the given assignment.
Fact 2: The number of different combinations of LPT and optimal assignments for a schedule of n tasks is less than 22.
To illustrate a linear program as mentioned in FACT 1, suppose that n = 4. Suppose also that LPT assigns tasks 1, 3, and 4 to M1 and task 2 to M2. Suppose further that the optimum schedule has tasks 2, 3, and 4 assigned to M1 and task 1 to M2.
Then we may find the worst case vector P as follows:
H <p(1) + p(3) +p(4) H < qp (2) + qp (4).
The variables and constraints of this linear program ma be simplified; we list the entire set because it is the syster we derive mechanically for use in a matrix generator. Not also the presence of strict inequalities. When this prograr is actually solved we replace the '<' by ''. Actually, we want to solve the above linear program fc all values of q > 1. Thus, we want to solve a parametri linear program in which the constraint matrix varies lir early with q. In general, there is no simple approach t solving such parametric linear programs; however for th parametric linear programs that arise in this analysis, it :
. usually true that very simple methods can calculate th :! breakpoints; moreover, it is rare that there are more tha:: four different optimal bases. Here is the approach that wt taken in this study.
For a specified value q*, compute the optimal basis t solving a linear program. Once the optimal basis is knowi one can compute the primal variables and the dual variabIt as functions of q. One can then compute upper and low( bounds on q for which the basis is both primal and du; feasible; q* will be in the interval. Actually, the "breal points" will typically be zeros of polynomial equations (tproofs of proposition eight onwards show how' this done). More generally, let LP(q) denote the linear pr( gram with a fixed value of parameter q. One can dete mine all of the potentially optimal bases for a givt parametric linear programs as follows: .i je.
i!e I :
.' 
END
In principle (but not in practice) one needs to be worried about the choice of epsilon. Epsilon can be chosen to be 0.01 or 0.001 or 0.0001, and they all work just fine. To make the algorithm terminate, one needs to place an upper bound on q. In choosing the bound we used Proposition 1 and (LP1) to make some guesses and then checked them. In the description above, because of hindsight, we chose 2.1 as the bound. Our algorithm may now be described as follows.
BEGIN
for all possible LPT schedule assignments x for all possible optimal schedule assignments y D.Q BEGIN find the worst case processing times P as a function of x, y, q by solving a parametric linear program for all q 1. END The input to the algorithm at each iteration is an assignment of jobs to machines labeled as the LPT assignment, and another assignment labeled the optimal schedule. The output is a vector P that maximizes REL(P, q). Of course, the above search is overly exhaustive. In practice we can cut down on the computation time considerably. For example, as we show in the next section, it is sufficient to consider only the cases 3 n < 5. Our main result is:
Here q 1 is approximately 2.0437, the largest real root of 4 3 -4X2 10x + 3 = 0 and q 2 is approximately 2.1007, the largest real root of 2x 3 -32 -3x + 1 = 0. A sketch of f(q) is shown in Figure 1 . A proof of the theorem is given in the next section. The proof is broken down into a number of propositions each corresponding to a particular case. Some of the proofs rely on the correctness of inequalities involving f(q) which can be verified in a straightforward manner. For this reason we include the verifications in an appendix rather than in the main body of the paper. Observe that, because of Proposition 1, R(q) < f(q) for q > q 2 .
THE PROOF
The following simple lemma will prove quite useful.
Lemma 2. L(P, q) -OPT(P, q) qp(n)/(q + 1).
Proof. In LP1 add q/(q + 1) times (2) to 1/(q + 1) times (3) and add the sum to (qlq + 1)(4). This results in the following inequality:
Using A2 and the fact that L(P, q) < H we obtain the result.
a Proposition 3. Ifn > 6, then R(q) ~ f(q).
Proof. If n > 6, then the optimal schedule assigns at least three tasks to M2 or four tasks to M1. In the first case, 1 = OPT(P, q) > 3qp(n). This implies, by Lemma 2, that REL(P, q) ~ 1/(3q + 3) < f(q) for all q > 1 (see appendix for proof). In the second case, OPT(P, q) > max{4p(n), 2qp(n)} and so, REL(P, q) < min{q/(4q + 4), 1/(2q + 2)} < f(q) for all q > 1 (see appendix for proof).
H
Notice that the first part of the proof to Proposition 3 can be generalized to read: H Propositions 3, 4, and 5 allow us to restrict our attention to instances involving between 3 and 5 tasks where the optimal schedule assigns at most two tasks to M2. In what follows, recall that we can assume that p(n) is the last task to complete in an LPT schedule and T(2, n -1) > 0.
Proof. If the LPT schedule assigns tasks 1 and 2 to M1, then, L(P, q) = OPT(P, q). Hence, we may assume that task 2 is assigned to M2 in an LPT schedule. If task 3 is assigned by LPT to Ml, then,
3 ))}. If task 1 is assigned to M1 in an optimal schedule, then,
Thus, in either case, OPT(P, q) > L(P, q). Hence we may assume that task 1 is assigned to M2 and tasks 2 and 3 are assigned to M1 in an optimal schedule, i.e., OPT(P, q) = max{qp(1), p (2) 
Therefore, REL(P, q) < min{q -1, (2 -q)/2q} < f(q) for 1 q < 2 (see appendix for a proof). When q > 2, Proof. If LPT assigns task 4 to M1, then, L(P, q) = p(l) + p(4) < OPT(P, q), and the LPT schedule is optimal. If LPT assigns both tasks 3 and 4 to M2, then, LPT(P, q) = q(p(3) + p(4)) < OPT(P, q), and the LPT schedule is optimal. We conclude that LPT assigns tasks 2 and 4 to M2, and L(P, q) = q(p (2) + p(4) ).
Since the optimal schedule assigns two tasks to M2, it must assign tasks 3 and 4, otherwise the LPT schedule is optimal. Hence, OPT(P, q) = max{p(1) + p (2), q(p(3) 
L(P, q) -OPT(P, q) -q(p(2) + p(4)) -(p(2) + p(4))
< (q -1)OPT(P, q).
Thus, REL(P, q) < q -1. By Lemma 2, L(P, q) -OPT(P, q) < qp(4)1(q + 1). Since, OPT(P, q) > 2qp(4), it follows that REL(P, q) < 1/(2q + 2). Thus, REL(P, q) < min{q -1, 1/(2q + 2)} f(q) for all q > 1 (see appendix for proof). C
Proposition 8. Let n = 4. If the optimal schedule assigns exactly twvo tasks to each machine and LPT assigns three tasks to one machine, then, R(q) < f(q).
Proof. We divide the proof into two cases.
Case 1. Task 4 is assigned to Ml by LPT.
We observe first that task 2 is assigned to M2 in an LPT schedule. Otherwise, T(2, 3) = p(3) and so L(P, q) < q(p(3) + p(4)) < OPT(P, q). Hence, L(P, q) = p(l) + p(3) + p(4). If the optimal schedule assigns at least one of tasks 1 or 2 to M2, then, OPT(P, q) > q(p(2) + p(4)) > L(P, q)
by definition of LPT. Thus, in an optimal schedule tasks 1 and 2 are assigned to Ml. We will show that REL(P, q) < min{q -1, 1/(2q + 2)}.
Notice that L(P, q) = p(l) + p(3) + p(4) < q(p(2) + p( 4 )) by LPT. Also, OPT(P, q) > p(l) + p(2) > p(2) + p(4).
Hence, REL(P, q)
q -1. To get the second bound we note that OPT(P, q) > 2qp(4) and so by Lemma 2, REL(P, q) < 1/(2q + 2).
Case 2. Task 4 is assigned to M2 by LPT.
If tasks 1, 2, and 3 are assigned by LPT to M1, then the LPT schedule is optimal.
If LPT assigns task 1 to M1 and tasks 2, 3, and 4 to M2,
q(T(2, 3) + p(4)) > p(l) + p(4) > p(l). Hence,
L(P, q) = q(T(2, 3) + p( 4 )) < T(1, 3) + p(4) =p(l) +p(4)
< OPT(P, q), because in an optimal schedule two tasks are assigned to each machine.
H Proposition 9. Let n = 4. If the optimal schedule assigns three tasks to one machine and LPT assigns two tasks to each machine, then, R(q) < f(q).
Proof. By Proposition 4 and the hypothesis of the proposition, we may assume that the three tasks in the optimal schedule are assigned to M1.
Case 1. Task 4 is assigned to M1 by LPT.
.I j'
i:
In this case L(P, q) = p(l) + p(4).
If task 1 is assigned to M1 in an optimal schedule, OPT(P, q) > L(P, q), a contradiction. Hence, task 1 is assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule. Thus, p(l) < OPT(P, q)/q and p( 4 ) OPT(P, q)13. Hence,
L(P, q) -OPT(P, q) < OPT(P, q)/q + OPT(P, q)/3 -OPT(P, q) < (l/q -2/3)OPT(P, q)
= REL(P, q) < (1/q -2/3).
By, Lemma 2, REL(P, q)
q/(3q + 3). Therefore, REL(P, q) < min{q/(3q + 3), (1/q -2/3)} < f(q) for q > 1 (see appendix for a proof).
Case 2. Task 4 is assigned to M2 by LPT.
Suppose first that task 3 is assigned to Ml by LPT. We will show that REL(P, q) < min{(3 -q)/3q, (q -1)/(q + 2)} < f(q) for q 1 (see appendix for a proof). Now,
L(P, q) -OPT(P, q) Cp(1) + p( 3 ) + p(4)
-OPT(P, q)
< OPT(P, q)/q + 2OPT(P, q)/3
= (3 -q)OPT(P, q)/3q
4> REL(P, q) C (3 -q)/3q.
Now, q(p(2) + p(4)) < p(1) + p(3) + p(4)
(1 + 1/q)OPT(P, q) -p(2) 4 (q + l)p(2) + qp(4) < (1 + 1/q)OPT(P, q).
Also, p(2) + 2p(4) < p(2) + p(3) + p(4) < OPT(P, q).
Combining this equation with the one above we obtain:
Now suppose that task 2 is assigned to M1 by LPT. Then, L(P, q) = q(p(3) + p( 4 )). Since task 2 was assigned to M1, it follows that qp(2) > p(l) + p(2) 4-q > 2. We consider two subcases.
Subcase 1. Task 1 is assigned to M1 in an optimal schedule.
If task 2 is also assigned to M1l in an optimal schedule, then, L(P, q) < OPT(P, q) . Hence, OPT(P, q) = max{qp (2) , (2) , since task 2 was assigned by LPT to ML. Hence:
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As p(3) > p(4), we also get:
Adding these last two inequalities produces:
This last term is less than f(q) for 2 C q < q2-.
Subcase 2. Task 1 is assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule.
If any other task is assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule, then,
Since task 2 was assigned to M1 by LPT, p(l) + p(2) s qp (2) . Hence,
q(p(3) + p(4)) p(l) + p(2) + p(4) < qp(2) + p(4) < q(OPT(P, q) -p(3) -p( 4 )) + p(4) 4 2qp(3) + (2q -I)p(4) C qOPT(P, q).
(2q -l)p(3) + 2qp(4) -qOPT(P, q).
This last term is less than f(q) for 2 q < q 2 .
H Proposition 10. Let n = 4. If the optimal and LPT schedule each assign three tasks to a single machine, then, R(q) C f(q).
Case . T(1, 3) < qT(2, 3)
.
< p(4)/(q + 1).
Since, OPT(P, q) > 3p(4), it follows that REL(P, q) C 1/(3q + 3) < f(q) for all q > 1 (see appendix for proof).
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Case 2. T(1, 3) > qT(2, 3).
We divide this into two subcases. (4)). In this case, LPT assigns task 4 to Ml. Suppose first that LPT assigns task 3 to Ml and task 2 to M2, i.e., L(P, q) = p(l) + p(3) + p(4). If task 1 is assigned to M1 in an optimal schedule then, OPT(P, q) > p(l) + p(3) + p(4) -L(P, q). So, we may assume that OPT(P, q) = max{qp(l), p(2) + p(3) + p(4)}. We will now show that R(q) < min{(q -1)/(q + 2), (3 -q)/3q} which is at most f(q) for q > 1 (see appendix for proof).
Observe first that
Since
Adding Equations (7) to (8) and qp(l) < OPT(P, q) we obtain:
2OPT(P, q)/3. Thus, REL(P, q) < (3 -q)/3q. Suppose now that LPT assigns task 2 to Ml and task 3 to M2. Then, L(P, q) = p(l) + p(2) + p( 4 ). Since task 2 is assigned to Ml by LPT it follows that p(l) + p(2) C qp (2) , i.e.,
if task or 2 is assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule. As tasks 3 or 4 will never be assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule, we obtain a contradiction.
Subcase 2. T(1, 3) + p(4) > q(T(2, 3) + p(4)).
In this case task 4 will be assigned to M2 by LPT. If task 4 is the only task on M2, L(P, q) = OPT(P, q). Hence, LPT must assign three tasks to M2, i.e., L(P, q) = q(p(2) + p(3) + p(4)). Since LPT assigns tasks 2 and 3 to M2,
Suppose that task 2 is the unique task assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule. Then we can reduce the makespan of the optimal schedule by moving task 4 to M2, because,
The same argument applies if task 3 or 4 is the only task on M2 in an optimal schedule. Hence, we may assume that
Notice that
For q > 4/3 this would imply that REL(P, q) < 0, a contradiction. Since L(P, q) = q(p(2) + p(3) + p(4)) it follows that REL(P, q) q -1 as well. Hence, REL(P, q) < min{q -1, (4 -3q)/3q -1)} < f(q) for q 4/3 (see appendix for proof). O
Proposition 11. If n = 5, then, R(q) f(q).
Proof. By Proposition 4, Ml has at least three tasks assigned to it in an optimal schedule. So, OPT(P, q) > 3p(5). Hence, by Lemma 2, R(q) < q/(3q + 3). Notice also, that in an optimal schedule, either two tasks are assigned to M2 or at least four tasks to Ml; if five tasks are assigned to Ml, then, LPT is optimal. If two tasks are assigned to M2, OPT(P, q) > 2qp(5). By Lemma 2, R(q) < 1/(2q + 2). So, for this case, R(q) < min{q/(3q + 3), 1/(2q + 2)} f(q) for q 1 (see appendix for proof). Thus, we restrict our attention to the case where an optimal schedule assigns four tasks to Ml. In this case OPT(P, q) > 4p(5), i.e., R(q) < q/(4q + 4) < f(q) for 1 < q < 2 (see appendix for proof). Hence, we need only consider the case that 2 < q < q 2 .
Since there are four tasks assigned to Ml in an optimal schedule, 1 > p (2) + 3p(5) (2) > -3/2q, then, p(5) < 1/2q. So, by Lemma 2, REL(P, q) C 1/(2q + 2). Therefore we may assume that p(2) < 1 -3/2q.
We will show that of the first four tasks, at most one will be assigned to M2 by LPT. Suppose first that the unique task assigned to M2 in an optimal schedule is task 1. Then, qp(1) s 1. If LPT assigns tasks 2, 3, and 4 to M2, it implies that
Hence, by Lemma 2, REL(P, q) < 1/5q + 5 < f(q) for q > 2. A similar argument applies if tasks 3 and 4, 2 and 3, or 2 and 4 are assigned to M2. Now suppose that one of tasks 3, 4, or 5 is the unique task assigned to M12 in an optimal schedule. Switch this task with task 2. This produces a new schedule whose makespan is .,, .,
qp (2) > 1 (since the total processing on Ml is decreased after this switch). Hence, p(2) > 1/q, which contradicts the fact that p(2) 1 -3/2q for q 2. So, in an optimal schedule task 2 is the unique task assigned to M2. Since moving any task from M1 to M2 will increase the makespan it follows that q(p (2) 
Hence task 3 will never be assigned to M2 by LPT if task 2 has been assigned to M2. Similarly, tasks 2 and 4 will never be assigned to M2 by LPT. Thus, if two or more of the first four tasks are assigned to M2 by LPT none of them can be task 2. Hence, qp (2) 
If we switch tasks 1 and 2 in an optimal schedule it follows that qp(1) > 1. However, for q > 2,
Since at most one of the first four tasks is assigned to M2 by LPT, L(P, q) < q(p(2) + p(S) ) and so
<f(q), for 2 <q<q 2 .
To complete the proof it is sufficient to exhibit an instance (P, q) for each q, such that REL(P, q) = f(q). This we now do; note that these examples are not scaled so that OPT(P, q) = 1. The processing times, LPT and optimal schedule are shown. The schedules are described by listing which jobs are assigned to machine M1; the unlisted jobs are assigned to M2. Thus, L(1, 2) would mean jobs 1 and 2 only assigned by LPT to Ml. OPT(1, 2) would mean that jobs 1 and 2 only are assigned to M1l in an optimal schedule.
OPT(3, 4, 5), OPT(P, q) = 3
OPT(2, 3), OPT(P, q) = 2
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OPT(1, 2), OPT(P, q) = 2q
OPT (2, 3, 4) , OPT(P, q) = q(q + 2)/(q 2 -1)
OPT(l, 2), OPT(P, q) = 2q
OPT (2, 3, 4) , OPT(P, q) = q(2q + 1)/(q + 1)
OPT ( 
EXTENSIONS
This methodology can be extended to find worst case examples for other parametric and nonparametric scheduling problems, especially those satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The worst case examples are small, preferably with fewer than seven tasks. (2) For each possible heuristic assignment x and for each parameter selection q, the set of processing times P giving the heuristic assignment is polyhedral. (3) The relative error for a fixed schedule is piecewise linear in P. Some examples would include LPT heuristics for: Q31lCmax, Q2lprec.Cm,,, Q2112 Tj, and many more.
APPENDIX
We begin with a definition of f(q). Here q = 2.0437 is the largest real root of 4x 3 -4x 2 -10x + 3 = 0 and q2 = 2.1007 is the largest real root of 2x 3 -3x 2 -3x + = 0. Using the break points of f(q) we derive the following observations. For (1 + <1)/4 < q < V<, 1/6 < f(q) by observation (b).
Observation
For < < q < (1 + <)/2, 1/6 < f(q) by observation (c). For (1 + <7)/2 < q < 2, f(q) = (3 -q)13q > 1/6. For q > 2, it is easy to see from the definition of f(q) that f(q) > 1/(2q + 2) > min{q/(4q + 4), 11( 2 q + 2)}.
H
Fact 3. f(q) > min{q -1, (2 -q)1 2 q} for 2 q 1.
Proof. Clearly true for q < <2 by the definition of f(q) and observation (e).
When q > <f, (2 -q) 
